Week 3: Make A Plan

This week we are excited to support you in reviewing your Go NAPSACC self-assessment in Outdoor Play and Learning. Your coach will discuss your results and together you’ll choose goals to work on throughout the cycle. After you’ve met with your coach to set goals click here to watch a video on how to enter them into your Go NAPSACC Provider Account.

Need Help? We're always on hand at outdoorlearning@agendaforchildren.org

REMINDER: FULL COHORT TRAINING 9/21/21 FROM 1:00-3:00PM
ZOOM Meeting ID: 856 4321 2102
Passcode: 566818
**OLEO Provider Task Checklist**

We understand that some providers may have hit pause on OLEO tasks while tending to hurricane recovery. Complete this list to get back on track FAST!

- Attend/Review Orientation Video
- Submit Orientation Survey
- Schedule weekly sessions with coach
- Register & Connect on Go NAPSACC
- Complete Outdoor Play & Learning Self-Assessment

**ALL TASKS MUST BE COMPLETED TO REMAIN ELIGIBLE FOR MATERIAL ORDERING**

---

**Before Photos Guidelines**

In order to assess your space and plan for the materials that will best support you, please submit up to 10 photos of your outdoor learning space by 9/27/21.

**What to Include:**

- General scope of the entire space
- Portable play equipment and ride-ons
- Outdoor centers and spaces for different ages

**Do NOT Include:**

- Photos with children/staff
- Photos of capital needs (fencing, concrete, etc.)

---

**This Week’s FAQs**

**My coach told me I completed the wrong self assessment. What do I do?**

Go NAPSACC provides several domains for self-assessment and goal setting. OLEO will focus on Outdoor Play & Learning. If you completed the incorrect assessment, you can still learn from it and access resources on your own to support your center!

Locate the green leaf to complete the Outdoor Play and Learning self-assessment.

**My fence was damaged during the storm. Can OLEO help replace it?**

The OLEO budgets are specifically designed to support an enhancement of outdoor learning spaces including items such as portable play equipment, sun shades, and outdoor seating, to name a few. If you are seeking to replace items damaged in the storm, including areas considered capital investments, please visit Agenda’s list of resources for hurricane Ida recovery.

---

**Upcoming Dates**

- 9/21 FULL Cohort Training
- 9/28 or 9/29 PALS Training*

+see coach for details